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How Can I Explain, When there are 
Few Words I Can Choose?

• Effects of multinational production on workers’ 
rights.

-Country- vs. firm-level analysis

• Under what conditions do supply chain participants 
– or aspiring participants – have incentives to 
improve labor practices?



Do You Remember, There was a Time
• Directly owned MNCs, esp. HQ in rich countries, are 

only part of the story.
• MNCs employed 71 million worldwide in 2014

• 1990: 21 million
• Global supply chain employment involves ~ 20 percent 

of workers worldwide (ILO 2015, OECD et al 2014)
• In developing countries, these workers are mostly 

employed in manufacturing.

• Little attention in CPE/IPE so far
• But Johns and Wellhausen 2016, Jensen et al 2015, 

Manger 2012.



Were Walking Hand in Hand in Hand

• Supply chains: often includes multiple layers and 
numerous firms within each layer.

• Example: Nike
• Intermediate goods, final assembly

• To understand conditions for workers, look at firms 
at the bottom and in the middle of supply chains

• Not lead firms
• Many such firms are themselves “multinational” 





We’ll Break these Chains

• To what extent are supply chain firms in developing 
countries influenced by (potential) partners abroad?

• When does supply chain participation provide 
incentives to upgrade labor standards?

• Method
• Survey of foreign-invested firms in Vietnam
• Contingent valuation analysis: willingness to spend on 

labor-related improvements, to gain access.
• Experimental design: Europe vs. India



Foreign invested firms in Vietnam
• Most select Vietnam for labor-related factors

• 96% cite low labor costs as a factor
• 90% list high labor quality

• 2015 Vietnam Provincial Competitiveness Index survey
• 1584 foreign-invested entities, from 14 provinces with significant FDI.
• Sampled from 12,571 eligible foreign firms.
• 912 (64% of firms) involved in manufacturing.

• 87% are wholly foreign owned.
• Most common: S. Korea, Taiwan, Japan, China

• 31% are subsidiaries of a multinational; 158 of these firms export their 
main product to third countries.

• Others export to their country of origin (234 firms)
• Still others export to third countries (258 firms)

• Most firms are in assembly, last node in production chain.
• Size: Employment and Investment

• 3 times larger, on average, than domestic firms.
• Median size: 125 employees; 74 percent < 300 employees.
• 93 respondent firms employ >1,000 workers. 
• Median investment: $125,000 (Mean: $2.2 Million)





Looking out for others, our sisters 
and our brothers?
• We predict that participation in global supply chains 

provides some firms with incentives to upgrade their labor-
related practices. 

• Industrial upgrading via global value chains (Gereffi et al 2005)
• Trade-based diffusion of rights (Greenhill et al 2009)
• Corporate social responsibility (Locke 2013, Vogel 2009)
• Domestic firms use international certification schemes as a signal 

(Berliner and Prakash 2014)

• Two (related) mechanisms:
• Desire to participate in higher value added activities and to service 

foreign markets; may require more skilled workers from local labor 
force. 

• Response to (perceived demands) by developed country firms for 
ethical production. Reputational risk of violating core labor 
standards.











What’s the Mechanism?
(1) Value added mechanism will operate in sectors where the typical 
markup for product is high, and developing country firms thereby 
anticipate being able to capture greater value via supply chain 
participation. 

(2) Ethical production mechanism operates when lead firms are in 
developed countries (esp. w/ strong labor institutions), with strong 
demands for CSR, and with a capacity to observe conditions through 
the supply chain





Don’t Give Up, Don’t Give Up



Making Plans Together

• Other distinctions among firms
• Intermediate vs. final goods

• Vary the country of origin of the supply chain 
partner

• China 
• United States

• Ask the same question of domestic firms.
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